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Carefully un-wrap your new Safe-T-View™ cover without the use of 
a box cutter to ensure not damaging the XL polycarbonate. Please 
contact your local recycling center for responsible disposal of the 
cardboard packaging.

1.

Simply squeeze and size the pre-installed spring clips to the 
correct length and width dimensions for your previously installed 
areawall. Hand adjustments can be made as you lay the cover 
over the window well opening.

2.

Attach the safety retainer-hinge lanyards via the top bolts 
mounting the areawall to the foundation. Alternatively, anchor the 
loop end of the lanyard to the home foundation or directly to the 
areawall itself depending on your particular application. Allow for 
enough lanyard length so the cover will pivot up and stay propped 
open against the side of the house.

3.

Peel back the protective film from the UV protected polycarbonate 
to enjoy the clearest view available from any cover available. Now 
stand back and take pleasure in the fact that in just minutes, 
you’ve installed the sturdiest, most innovative, and easiest to 
install cover product available today. 

4.

Maintenance & Cleaning
Check cover(s) regularly to see that it has not shifted or moved from its properly installed position. Covers should be kept clean to eliminate the build up of hard 
water spots. Clean using only a non-abrasive cloth with biodegradable soap and water. SPC Safe-T-View™ Covers should be inspected and cleaned periodically.

Inspection should include checking to see that the cover is still in its properly installed position and adjusted if necessary. Please inspect the cover to see if 
any parts are broken or missing as well. Any broken or missing parts should be repaired or replaced immediately. Hard water deposits can cause discoloration 
that is not covered under the warranty. Buildup of hard water deposits would suggest that the cover was not cleaned and maintained and can void any and all 
warranties.

WARRANTY
St Paul Corrugating, (“SPC”) warrants Safe-T-View™ Window Well Covers (“Covers”) to the original purchaser for a lifetime against breakage due to defects in 
materials or workmanship. For a period of ten (10) years from the date of purchase for excessive yellowing or discoloring of the XL polycarbonate, provided in 
each case that the Covers are used for their intended purposes only, and are maintained by the purchaser in accordance with the instructions provided with 
each Cover. Please contact us for the complete details on this unique warrantee.


